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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this research was to conduct a

comparative analysis surrounding three plays of Andre de
Lorde that were performed at Le Theatre du Grand-Guignol.

Upon identifying the elements of de Lorde's writing, they
were applied to the synopsis of an original script entitled
Ink. De Lorde valued collaboration, and the practice of
adaptation; therefore, there was also a historical overview

done of the individuals that were influential in Andre de
Lorde's career at the Grand-Guignol.

To identify the characteristics present within de
Lorde's writing, three plays were chosen that spread over

two decades of his presence at the theatre of terror. Upon
completion of the analysis there were two results that
surfaced. First, de Lorde did have a method to his writing

that he valued as being, effective in the pursuit of
instilling fear into his audiences. Secondly, upon the

successful completion of the analysis, de Lorde's methods

were applied to the script synopsis of Ink; proving that

over a century later, the techniques of de Lorde are still
relevant when applied to a new work of horror theatre.
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PREFACE
Memories from my childhood recur like a reminiscent

painting in two parts. The first, are the pleasurable

moments that never fail in creating a mischievous grin on
my face. What I wouldn't give again to enjoy the simplicity

of being a kid, living in my parents' home. For example,
running from the neighbor's house after letting the air out

of his tires, or the times I flirted with the lubed up
lifeguards at the lake. They were priceless times that
contrast the daily hustle and bustle of adulthood. Those

memories seem to be engraved in my sub-conscious only to

arise when conversation permits or in my sweetest of

dreams. Unfortunately, this is not all that consumes my
thoughts of an uncomplicated time.
The second half of this canvas is the horrific
experiences that I want to forget, and surprisingly the

ones I love to tell. They are the times that made me as a
child appreciate the confines of my own room. They produced
a sense of fear that one would never purposefully request.

Those raw events are different for every individual. For

some, it is the spider i-n the garage believed to be a spawn
of Satan filled with gre'en ooze; while others share that
fear when approached by a single circus clown.
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Personally, I remember the form of a man's silhouette
lurking in the moonlight, haunting the shores of the lake

that earlier in the day brought so much joy. Granted, my
situation could have been embellished by the fact that the
other pre-adolescent boys and I speculated that this

mysterious figure was going to slaughter and bury us in the

sand before the sun came up. We hid in the woods, praying
that he would fall into the lake and somehow, didn't know
how to swim.

It is no Picasso, but these pleasant and fearful
mental images assist me in appreciating the range of my

"Hoosier" childhood. The difference is the latter is not
just simply alive in my memory, but still possesses the

potential to create a visceral experience so strong that it
raises the hair on the back of my neck.

Nothing ever came of the strange lake walker, but I
still sweat through a foolish grin every time I visit my

home in the woods and walk around the lake at the end of

the lane. There is a part of me wondering if the sand under
my feet is the remains of children that couldn't seek
security among the trees. Either way, my memory infused

with imagination and fear, allows me to recall the moment
as if it was yesterday.

vii

This sort of hair-raising experience had a similar
effect on the audiences at the Grand-Guignol. The
collaborators at this theatre of horror led the audiences
through a theme park of incomprehensible acts for over

sixty years. The major attraction was a rollercoaster built

by Andre de Lorde.

He took his guests through the asylums,

and into the minds of the disturbed. Over and over again,
he would scare and terrify individuals only to make them

crave another night of blood and insanity. Then again, you
don't earn the title as "The Prince of Terror," by writing

bedtime stories

(Deak 36).
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Popular Culture and the Grand-Guignol
The genre of horror is an entertainment staple in our

popular culture that spreads across many mediums.
Throughout this introduction, the genre of horror will be

referred to in a generic manner, like the label in a video

rental store. There are in-depth academic studies devoted
to the Individual categories of this genre, and rightfully
so, but distinguishing .between the categories was not

required for this study.

When it comes to iconic symbols, historical horror
films have left their mark on society. All one has to do is

show a simple thing like a common hockey mask, and an image

of Jason will pop into the minds of most kids that grew up
in the eighties. Over twenty years have passed and we are
starting to see remakes of the "slasher" flicks like

Halloween, The Texas Chainsaw Massacre, and most recently
Friday the 13th.

Video games have r'ecently taken horror to a new level,

frightening players with titles like Dead Space, Silent

Hill, and the infamous cult classics of the Resident Evil
1

series. In fact, Duarte comments that "often more immersive
than movies of the same genre, survival horror video games
can give just as good of a scare as any horror

blockbuster."
Each of these video games listed prior have seen at
least one sequel with their title name. That is not to

mention the amount of material that has strayed away from
the original storyline to create a spinoff. The film
industry has also seen the potential behind video games and
their audiences with film adaptations like, Resident Evil:
Extinction and Silent Hill.

Recently horror has even reached the primetime hours
through shows like True Blood, Harper's Island, and Angel.
When it comes to literature, this study is not large enough

to handle the abundance, of material that continues to be
published. The genre permeates all aspects of our culture,

and can even intrigue the ambitious theatre participant.
A theatre responsible for making naturalistic horror a
centerpiece was Le Theatre du Grand Guignol in Paris at the

turn of the twentieth century. Parisians had a desire to

delve into the material that we now in America find
included in all facets of our entertainment.

2

In his book on the Grand Guignol, Mel Gordon writes
that "of all the areas of influence the Grand Guignol had
on world culture, the most significant can be found in the

popular sub-genres of the Hollywood film"

(40). There are

obvious inadequacies that the theatre has when comparing it

to the technology used in film, television, and video
games; those technological inadequacies are an even trade
for the live experience that theatre thrives upon. This

anticipated experience is where the creators of the GrandGuignol found the most opportunity and pleasure.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this thesis is to identify common

elements in the writing of one of the Grand-Guignol's most
recognizable figures, Andre de Lorde. Through a comparative

analysis of three of his most famous plays: At the
Telephone, The Laboratory of Hallucinations, and A Crime in
a Madhouse this study seeks to determine a method to de

Lorde's madness which helped label him the "The Prince of

Terror" amongst his peers. The comparative analysis will
focus on character, setting, and structural technique as it

applies to de Lorde's efforts to create fear within his
audiences.
3

In addition to the examination of these three plays,

there will be a brief historical overview of the
individuals responsible for the success of this "Theatre of
Horror." Finally, upon identifying common characteristics

within de horde's writing, these elements will be applied

to the original play synopsis of Ink. Therefore,
representation of de Lorde and the Grand-Guignol will live
on in the twenty-first century, assisting in the efforts to

prove that the Grand-Guignol was more than just a novelty.
The three plays chosen were selected by using several

criteria. First, there are only a few accurate translations

in English compared to the vast material still available in

the original French. Second, over its lifetime the content

of the Grand-Guignol mutated as the ownership changed

hands. In order to identify properties of de Lorde that
remain consistent throughout the fluctuation of
administration,

I chose productions with almost a decade in

between. The accurate comparative analysis of de Lorde's

work at the Grand-Guignol was only possible by taking these

two factors into account.

4

Literature Review

There are two significant books in English that

discuss the Grand-Guignol in detail. The first is Mel
Gordon's Grand Guignol: Theatre of Fear and Terror.
Published in 1988, Gordon's work is considered to be
invaluable when it comes to the study of the Grand Guignol
(Thrillpeddlers.com). Gordon delivers an overview of the

Grand-Guignol and its history. Following Gordon's

historical documentation he concludes with two translated
productions, Laboratory of Hallucinations and The System of

Dr.

Tarr and Professor Fether. When Gordon released the

second edition of his book, he replaced Laboratory of

Hallucinations with A Crime in a Madhouse.
The second prominent book is Grand-Guignol: The French

Theatre of Horror written by Richard J. Hand and Michael
I

Wilson. Compared to Gordon, Hand and Wilson have written a
much more complete compilation of the Grand-Guignol and its

history. Along with their historical research, they also
included chapters on the location of the Grand-Guignol and
its venue. They include a wide selection of translated

plays, and have devoted a complete section to the technical

aspects of the Grand-Guignol and their stage practices.

5

Along with these two staples, the majority of the

literature that surrounds the Grand-Guignol is published in

French. Agnes Pierron has written two books covering the

theatre. Her first, Le Grand. Guignol: Le Theatre des peurs
de la Belle Epoque , published in 1997, is a collection of
fifty-five original scripts from the Grand-Guignol. Pierron
has introduced each play in detail and provides additional
historical information regarding the individual plays.

Pierron's second book, Les Nuits Blanches du Grand Guignol/
published in 2002, contains a wide range of information,
including but not limited to: programs, production photos

and publicity posters

(grandguignol.com).

In the academic arena, Mary Elizabeth Homrighous
constructed her dissertation titled,

The Grand Guignol. Her

writing contains similar historical information to that of

Gordon and Hand and Wilson. Throughout her study she offers
a wide range of subjective interpretations and opinions
regarding the production practices at the Grand-Guignol.

Pertaining to this research, Homrighous gives a brief

overview of various de Lorde plays including A Pair of

White Gloves, Baraterief and L'Horrible Experience.

Included with these brief overviews is a comparison of de

6

horde's adaptation of the Edgar Allen Poe short story, Dr.
Tarr and Professor Fether.
In the March 1974 issue of The Drama Review (TDR)f
Frantisek Deak argues for the influence of the Grand-

Guignol. Stating in his opening paragraph that the "Grand

Guignol represents a highly theatrical and specialized
genre, which involved innovative mise en scene techniques

and a unique performer-audience relationship, makes it
interesting and relevant"

(34) .

Along with the above literature that stands on its

own, there have been oyer a dozen articles written in

magazines, newspapers and journal publications ranging from

TIME to NEWSWEEK. These publications vary from simple
production reviews to personal interviews with the final
director of the Grand-Guignol, Charles Nonon.

Production Companies
Grand-Guignol productions have recently found a new

home in San Francisco, California at the Hypnodrome where
the acting troupe known as the Thrillpeddlers resides.
Every Halloween season, the Thrillpeddlers produce an event
called Shocktoberfest. The intent behind this seasonal

ritual is to pay tribute to the Grand-Guignol and its
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history. Russell Blackwood, the creator of the

Thrillpeddlers, comments that they take classic GrandGuignol productions and produce them through what he calls
a "Thrillpeddlers Lens"

(Sweeney Todd). The Thrillpeddlers

are also responsible for the most comprehensive website
surrounding the Grand-Guignol at www.grandguignol.com .

Even though the Thrillpeddlers have strong devotion to

the Grand-Guignol, they are not the only company that is

known for its recreation of Grand-Guignol productions. In
Washington D.C., the second largest theatre reproducing
Grand-Guignol productions can be found under the artistic
founders Tara Garwood, Alex Zavistovich, and Lucas Maloney

They claim that to their knowledge, no other company in the

world is working'to maintain this genre in such a
traditional way (Molotov Theatre Group).

Another group found in Los Angeles calls themselves
the "Andre De Lordes Grand Guignolers." This group of
individuals takes pride in presenting children's literature

in the Grand-Guignol style and incorporates puppetry
(grandguignolers.com). This theatre company is exploring

other forms of literature besides original Grand-Guignol

material. Finally, the Queens Players in New York City
present a series of Grand-Guignol shows every October.
8

Sweeney Todd

In 2007 Tim Burton created a movie based upon Stephen
Sondheim's musical, Sweeney Todd. Considered to be done in

a Grand-Guignol fashion, the supplemental material included
with the film contains interviews with Gordon, Hand and
Wilson, Russell Blackwood, and the grandson of Charles

Nonon. Filled with detailed images of the Grand-Guignol,
this addition to the movie also presents a glimpse into the

Hypnodrome, home to the Thrillpeddlers. Overall, these

interviews offer general summary information, supplementing
what is already present in the literature they provide.

Methodology

During the winter quarter of 2009, I sat in the makeup

room at California State University, San Bernardino
intrigued by the history of a place called the Grand-

Guignol. Over the next several months my goal was to figure
out how I was going study this rare but interesting form of
theatre that once existed in Paris. Article after article,
book after book,

I constructed a plan that I felt would

lend itself nicely to any new student of the Grand-Guignol,
while at the same time complimenting the studies that had
already been conducted.
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Unlike the historically centered material above, it is
the aim of this study to use the history of Grand-Guignol
to highlight the individuals that were influential in

helping de Lorde mark his territory at the Grand-Guignol.
Additionally, a comparative analysis of de Lorde's writing
was conducted. The guides referenced for the section

devoted to the analysis were Play Directing by Francis

Hodge, Backwards and Forwards by David Ball,

Script

Analysis by David Grote, and The Actor at Work by Robert

Benedetti.
Finally, in addition to this comparative approach to

the three plays examined, the results need a possible life

beyond the page. Therefore, a synopsis for Ink is included.
It is an original dramatic horror piece to be completed as

a product used for the application of de Lorde's
techniques. It is not the goal of Ink to be written as if

to be performed on the stage at the Grand-Guignol, but
rather to appeal to the popular culture of the twenty-first

century. Because Ink is in its beginning stages, in-depth
research regarding popular culture was not conducted.
Therefore, that portion required for the completion of Ink

is considered to be a fundamental element in regards to the
future potential of this study. The material consulted for

10

the synopsis of Ink was The Art of Dramatic Writing by
Lajos Egri and On Writing Horror by The Horror Writers

Association, edited by Mort Castle.
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CHAPTER TWO
THE BRAINS BEHIND THE SCALPEL

Oscar Metenier
Georges Melies, a French filmmaker, created the first

short horror movie in 1896 named Le manoir du diable
(Dirks). In the same country, a man named Oscar Metenier

opened a theatre the next year called the Grand-Guignol
(Hand and Wilson 4). Neither of these men could have

anticipated what the future would hold because of their
initial explorations.
The Grand-Guignol would begin its reign of terror in
1897 and would scare audiences until 1962. Over the sixty-

year span that the Grand-Guignol was in production,

they

covered a plethora of subjects and plots infused with
blood-curdling screams, sexuality, and slices of comedy.

This sadistic theatre at the end of a dark alley would
owe its start to a man ;named Oscar Metenier. According to
Mel Gordon, Oscar Metenier was "formerly a secretary to the

Police Commissioner of Paris and a writer for tabloid-like

journals"

(13) . Metenie'r created the Grand-Guignol after

parting ways with his associate, Andre Antoine, from the
Theatre Libre (Hand and Wilson 4). Metenier's separation
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from the Theatre Libre would lead him down the streets of
Montmartre to what was once a practicing convent.
The crimes that Metenier would have been exposed to as

a secretary to the police commissioner would only
complement his imagination throughout the early days of the

Grand-Guignol. The result of these two components,
Metenier's imagination and experience, would commonly be

the material reproduced and staged at the Grand-Guignol.

The bridge that Metenier would extend between the
Theatre Libre and the Grand-Guignol would be the stylistic
elements of Naturalism. "Naturalism can be thought of as a
more extreme form of Realism; it is similar to Realism in

that it is based on the belief that ultimate reality is
discoverable only through the five senses"

(Turney). This

naturalistic approach had been made famous by individuals

in other genres and venues prior to the Grand-Guignol, but

the Grand-Guignol would combine naturalism and actual tales

of horror. This recipe lent itself nicely to present an

unfamiliar theatre experience. Gordon calls the Naturalism
represented at the Grand-Guignol as "morbid naturalism"

(Sweeney Todd). The influence Metenier had on the
theatrical world when he opened the double doors at the
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Grand-Guignol would be both criticized by some, and more
commonly, craved like a drug by others.

It is difficult to understand what impact a life

surrounded by crime would have had on Metenier, but after

the opening of the Grand-Guignol, Metenier would soon bring
his theatrical career to an end.

"The climatic chapter in

this personal legend is that after turning over the
management of the theatre to other hands, he just

disappeared"

(Homrighous 7). Credit is given to Metenier

for the conception of the Grand-Guignol,

and many artists

owe their theatrical career to his creation. The theatrical
reproduction of real life events had been realized through

Oscar Metenier, and "in 1898, after four seasons, he sold
his interest to Max Maurey, long considered the

father of the Grand Guignol"

'true'

(Gordon 17).

Max Maurey
Metenier had brought his naturalistic practices to the

Grand-Guignol; Max Maurey would simply add the blood. "It.
was Maurey who,

from 1898 to 1914, turned the Theatre du

Grand Guignol into a house of horror"

(Peirron). Metenier

had focused his efforts on the real life stories of horror.
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Under Maurey, the Grand-Guignol would take its true form as
a theatre of,

"the erotic and the violent"

(Hand and Wilson 5).
Maurey would network like a vicious businessman as he
would become well acquainted with some of the individuals

that collaborated with Metenier. The Grand-Guignol had
established roots and they were growing deep. The
theatrical remains of Metenier, and the ambition of Max

Maurey were melding, and the theatre was destined to take
its true shape.
The styles of Metenier and Maurey would ultimately be
a blend of Naturalism and melodrama. The Grand-Guignol
would forever be indebted to the creativity and intuition

of these two gentlemen. Max Maurey "commercialized the
Metenier formula,

horror"

(Skal 57).

intensifying the aspect of physical
The melodramatic techniques that would

flourish at the theatre were represented in graphic stage

violence and gore, surrounding serious drama. Hand and
Wilson write that, "as Maurey rebranded the Grand-Guignol
as the 'Theatre of Horror', much time, effort and expense
was invested in creating effects that were as realistic as

possible; victims may die a melodramatic death; the means

by which they met that death were as naturalistic as
15

possible"

(9). The difference Gordon states between true

melodrama and the activities represented at the GrandGuignol was that at the Grand-Guignol there was very rarely
a happy ending

(Sweeney Todd).

Maurey had finally spread the appeal of the theatre to
a majority of the Parisian population. "No longer was there

the pretense of being avant-garde; instead the theatre
frankly pursued its role as popular entertainment"
(Homrighous 10). Even though much attention has been given

to Metenier and Maurey, all the credit cannot be theirs.
Many others contributed to the success of the Grand-

Guignol, including a special effects artist named Paul
Ratineau.

The Spectacle of Ratineau
The special effects that were displayed upon the stage
at the Grand-Guignol ranged from the gouging of eyeballs to

subtle tricks that, prior to the Grand-Guignol, would have
only been attempted by a professional magician.

The

audience anticipated not only what was going to happen on

stage, but according to Russell Blackwood, how it was going

to be done

(Sweeney Todd). Paul Ratineau "usually receives

the greatest credit for developing the repertoire of stage

16

trickery,

special effects and sleight-of-hand sequences,

which made the audiences at the rue Chaptai gasp and faint"

(Hand and Wilson 9).

In order for the audience to engage

themselves in the performance and have a truly visceral
experience, these effects needed to be as natural as
possible, while being implemented with the most careful

precision. Consequently, the performance abilities by the
actors had to be flawless. No longer were the performers
only responsible for the quality of acting, but the

accuracy of their sleight-of-hand techniques.
It was not just the innovative stage practices that

made Ratineau famous. His offstage effects were just as
important. Ratineau presented the "concept that the farther

away the sound was from the audience, the more effective
the influence was on the viewers

(Gordon 44). This

technique would be used throughout the performances at the
Grand-Guignol as environmental sounds played an important

role in many of the productions.

Ratineau's influence was so strong at the GrandGuignol that Hand and Wilson have even labeled him as the
third figure in the Grand-Guignol triangle. This triangle

involved Ratineau, de Lorde and Maurey. Gordon also credits

Ratineau as being "The Third Bandit of Horror"
17

(44).

However, Gordon disagrees with Hand and Wilson and states

that the other two most important figures were de Lorde and
Camille Choisy.
Either way, the influence that Ratineau had on the

Grand-Guignol was invaluable. Throughout the analysis it
will be proven that de Lorde and Ratineau were a team. The

Grand-Guignol would not have had the overall success it
came to know without the collaborative talents of both

these individuals.

Andre de Lorde
Theatre is art done in the now, and historians do
their best to record and savor the instantaneous moments of

production.

In the remembrance of events following any

given night of a production, audience members walk away

having hopefully had a wonderful experience; but these
experiences only live in conversation, memories and

possibly a written record containing their criticism. What

are left over are photos, programs,

and artifacts to be

relished as cherished memorabilia. A piece of vital

material that we can hope to obtain in order to gain an
understanding of the original performance is the script

itself.
18

At the Grand-Guignol,

the playwrights were not just

another part of the collaboration, they were given great
recognition. Hand and Wilson comment that, "the writers of

the Grand-Guignol under Maurey enjoyed a significant
status"

(14). One of the writers to receive the pleasure of

making his mark under the stewardship of Maurey would be de

Lorde. He alone "enjoyed a nocturnal reputation as Paris'
"Prince of Terror" through more than a hundred horrific and

sensational plays written between 1901-1906"

(Skal 57).

De■Lorde was born into a family that was not subj ect

to financial constraints because "his father was a doctor

and his mother a pianist"

(Hand and Wilson 13). As a child,

de Lorde was intrigued with the work of his father. Gordon

includes a story of the efforts of de Lorde's father to rid
his son of his dread and preoccupation with death:
The elderly Dr. de Lorde took Andre to the apartment
of a recently deceased man where, as a doctor, he was
required to verify his departure. The young de Lorde

waited outside the bedroom, watching the women in

mourning passing in and out of the room, as they
placed funeral candles by the side of the dead man's

body. The future master of horror knew that what he
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envisioned in his mind's eye was even more terrifying
than the sight of.an actual corpse (21).
The family concept is not only present in the

disturbing writings of de Lorde, but they possibly reflect
a troubled childhood. On the page, and then the stage, de

Lorde's imagination took liberties with morality and

medical practice. David Ball states in his book Backwards
and Forwards that "family relationships are at or near the
center of almost every1 play"

(Ball 85) .

This would even be

true in the confines ofc de Lorde's disturbing settings like

an insane asylum. Ball also supports the concept of drawing
on one's own personal experiences to understand the text of

a play: "bring to a play what you know from your own
experience with fathers, sons, mothers, daughters, and you
can bring home to yourself the play's major dynamics"

(85). This concept would not be the choice of the audience

at the Grand-Guignol. De Lorde would require the audience

to have a unique imagination throughout the journey; the
more willing the audience was to suspend its disbelief, the
more frightfully rewarding the experience would become.
De Lorde's road to the Grand-Guignol would have a few

detours before his plays would be seen under the shadows of
the cherubs that decorated the inside of the theatre. He
20

had been everything from a lawyer,

for a short time, to a

librarian at the Bibliotheque de 1'Arsenal. Hand and Wilson
document that it was not until after the divorce of his
mother from Dr. de Lorde that Andre was encouraged to seek

out his passion for writing (14). If this passion had not
been explored, both the Grand-Guignol and its religious

attendees would have missed the originality of this "Prince
of Terror."

The Final Years

Creative control would be passed amongst several
individuals over the remaining years at the Grand-Guignol;

most notably, Camille Choisy and Jack Jouvin. Eva Berkson,
Charles Nonon, Raymonde Machard and Fred Pasquale would
also see ownership or directorial responsibilities over the

last half of the Grand-Guignol's existence.

When the world saw the real terror represented in

World War I and II, it was a bit too much reality for the
patrons of the Grand-Guignol. The Grand-Guignol was coming

to a close, and the last decapitated head would finally
roll. The final director Charles Nonon said,

"We could

never equal Buchenwald; before the war, everyone felt that
what was happening onstage was impossible, now we know that
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these things,

and worse, are possible in reality"

(qtd. in

"Outdone by Reality"). The theatre would finally close its

doors in 1962.

22

CHAPTER THREE
AT THE TELEPHONE

Scene I
In 1902 de Lorde constructed what would become one of
his "most famous" plays within his repertoire, Au Telephone

(Eaton 382). He would collaborate with playwright Charles
Foley. Foley would eventually find his individual creative

outlet through the productions at the Grand-Guignol. De
Lorde would use the resources and talents of many persons

when constructing his plays of terror. Whether it would be

the writing talents of individuals like Foley and Pierre
Chaine,

or the psychological input from Alfred Binet, de

Lorde was not afraid to 'use other individuals to help
generate a unique, visceral experience for the audience.

Au Telephone, translated At the Telephone/ centers
around the married coupl;e of Andre Marex, his wife Martha,

and their family. The couple has been living at the Chateau

de la Chesnaye on the outskirts of Servon, France. The
story begins with Marex, a middle-aged businessman

anxiously awaiting the arrival of a local horse drawn coach

to take him to the train station. In order to reinforce the
lack of communication at the chateau, Marex indirectly
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informs the audience of what the characters already know.

Marex continues to state that both the phone service is
expensive, and that the town of Servon is a "god-forsaken
hole," where no business or residence has a phone of its
own.

De Lorde uses casual conversation amongst the
characters to deliver the exposition in order to describe

the locale and set the mood for the audience. It is clear
through the dialogue in the opening moments of the play

that Marex's family and staff are very aware of their
surroundings and the difficulties of living in such a

remote location. Dialogue is repeated often highlighting
the environment in order for the audience to grasp the

dangers surrounding the family at the chateau.
De Lorde intentionally puts these characters in an
involuntarily difficult situation, which naturally
foreshadows upcoming events.

Homrighous states in her

study on the Grand Guignol that de Lorde believed that "one
must not waste time in the development of fear early on in

the dramatic narrative"

(154) . By exposing the

characteristics of the chateau through the dialogue, de
Lorde presents an example for what Homrighous references in

her study.
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The fact that the coach is late in picking up Marex

creates the perfect opportunity for him to bring attention

to the telephone by calling his friend Rivoire, with whom

he will be stopping to have coffee on his way to Paris.
Since the attention of the audience is drawn to Marex and
his efforts to leave the chateau, it is only expected that

de Lorde would use this character to introduce this
important theatrical property.

In hopes of not missing his train, Marex insists on
walking to the train station.

It is the combination of the

thunderstorm currently haunting the chateau, and the
objections of both his wi'fe Martha, and the servant

Nannette that prohibits Marex from heading to town on foot.

De Lorde routinely relies1 on the environment to shape the
actions of his characters. It can be argued that because of

the great obstacles that the environment poses for these
characters, the elements like the storm could be identified
as characters in and of themselves. The environments do not

simply complement the action, but create action,

forcing

characters to alter their behavior. When the storm

increases and prohibits Marex from leaving, he must

patiently wait for the arrival of the fly. This stale
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moment presents the opportunity to introduce the "horrid
tramps" that live in the forest surrounding the chateau.
These tramps are an example of a group of universal

characters used throughout de Lorde's writing. The
characters are a collection of generic individuals that

serve as an obstacle to prohibit the main characters from
achieving their goals, usually threatening their safety;

therefore eliminating the possibility of achieving true
stasis. Only when both the characters and audience are

completely clear of the forces at work against Marex and
his family does the horse and carriage arrive to take

Marex.
Irony is a key element used by de Lorde to elaborate

on already dangerous situations. There is no true mystery
surrounding his writing;, and nor did he intend to include
any. He gave the audience just enough to let their

imagination fill in the blanks. David Ball writes in

Backwards and Forwards that it is essentially a crime to

deprive an audience member of theatre's greatest pleasure:

the delicious, often suspenseful thirst to know what comes

next. Even though the idea of the upcoming action was

exposed early, the way in which they would ultimately
influence the characters would create the greatest anxiety.
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The audience knew that the stage had been set for

disaster.

In de horde's essay Fear in Literature he

comments on the reality of an individual's thoughts, and
his delight in these moments that create this unparalleled
tension:
If I perspire with anxiety as I follow the

movements of the dancer along the tightrope,

if

my breathing stops with the music when this young

person in pink 'tights is about to attempt what

she herself calls the death leap,

it is because I

actually imagine an atrocious death for her, her
battered corpse bloodying the sand in the ring.

No doubt,

if I were sure that the accident was

going to happen,

I would be the first to rush

forward to prevent it; but if, on the other hand,
I was certain that it would not happen;

I would

lose interest in the show (Gordon 113).
This opening scene in At the Telephone has a similar
approach.

If Marex were to have stayed, the audience would

be confident that he would protect the family. Therefore,
de Lorde has Marex leave, even though the reality of him
being on time has realistically past. This becomes a
literary example of de Lorde's circus tightrope walker
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attempting her "death leap" that he mentions in his essay.

The spectators hold their breath, hoping that somehow it
will be the quickest business trip for Marex that he has

ever attended. However, the sadist in the balcony at the
Grand-Guignol hoped that the storm would pick up while the

tramps entered the chateau, leaving the characters with no

communication consequently, making their survival
impossible.

Marex leaves quickly in the carriage, but not without
addressing the concern surrounding the tramps. He comforts

Nanette, the servant, telling her not to worry about those
"silly things," and there is no reason to be frightened.

The character of Nanette is filled with paranoia creating

anxiety even throughout the most subtle dialogue. Because

de Lorde commonly has action take place off-stage, Nanette
and her paranoia create a world of horror in the mind of

the audience without having to visually display it on

stage. Marex, being optimistic, tries to comfort Nanette by
stating that,

"there is no reason to be frightened."

This moment in the play is also used to deepen the

family element by making Pierre, the child of Marex and
Martha, take shape through a simple request for his father
to bring back a sister for him from Paris. Nanette's
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exaggerated paranoia of the unknown is in direct contrast
to the simple naive behavior of the young child. Pierre

requires a level of sympathy from the audience that only
can be realized by a parent.

The tempo of the play slows for a moment after Marex

leaves. The majority of the tension following Marex's
absence from the chateau takes place in the dialogue

between Nanette and Martha. The play began with the
characters in a tense state awaiting the arrival of the

carriage, and hoping that Marex would make it to his train.
This unit of tension leaves with Marex, presenting a false

moment of stasis soon to be disrupted.
Martha calmly returns to the daily duties of closing

up the house as the evening approaches. Routine character
behavior is used to allow the character of Martha to
expand. Amongst the daily duties, Martha carefully admits

that she’is not as brave as she has appeared. Through her

honesty,

she exposes the true fear hiding within her

character. Not only does this create a new level to

Martha's character, but through this exposure she gives
life to the fear surrounding Nanette.
When Martha lets down her false wall of bravery,

it is

suggested in the stage directions that the storm increase
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in its severity. The storm thus directly reacts to Martha's
confession. Martha asks Nanette to fasten the shutters,
which starts a chain reaction of events that will keep the

tempo moving quickly until the conclusion of the first
scene.
Nanette approaches the window only to notice the

presence of a ghostly individual frantically moving around
the house. Even though Martha has exposed her fear in the
absence of Marex, she moves towards the window to help

reassure Nanette that there is nothing outside. The
attention of the audience is drawn to the window only as a

diversion to present a moment of surprise as a tramp barges
through the door. The stranger has come with a letter for

Blaise, an old manservant, and the only character who still
displays some sort of rational thought regarding the

chateau. The letter states that Blaise's mother is dying.
It is not the environment that de Lorde uses to
.frighten this stereotypical male character, but the
personal fright surrounding a dying parent. Upon the

delivery notifying Blaise of his sick mother, de Lorde has
created separate goals for each of the characters spanning
beyond their own personal safety. Martha, while dealing

with maintaining the stability of the chateau and the
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safety of her son, is trying to gain control of her own
fear. Nanette is dealing with her paranoia, while trying to

fulfill her duties as a servant. Lastly, Blaise is no
longer just a male servant, but a man struggling with the
news about his mother and his responsibilities to attend to

her needs.
The unexpected exit of the tramp happens after he

swiftly steals a revolver from the desk drawer that was

placed by Marex for Martha. Preoccupied by the terrible

news about Blaise's mother, Martha and Nannette don't think
twice about the sudden absence of the tramp. Through her
awkward actions, de Lorde uses this dramatic beat to show

Martha in yet another unfamiliar setting, this time with

her son Pierre. Alone in the room, Martha approaches Pierre

on the couch after he cries in his sleep to see Nanette.
This request verifies that Nanette has been more of a
mother to the boy than Martha. Martha reassures Pierre that
Nanette will be back shortly and to confirm her compassion

as a mother states, "Mamma is with you." This simple
statement contains more than words of comfort. She wants

Pierre to know that she will protect him through this

difficult time, and reassures herself that she is taking
the necessary precautions as a mother.
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The tempo of the first scene concludes on the same
high note as it began. We witness the departure of Blaise

to be with his mother, and the two women are left alone.
Nanette continues with her exaggerated thoughts regarding
the sounds outside. After the recent visit from the socalled messenger, the audience can start to believe that

what Nanette has been saying could be more than plain
paranoia. Slowly de Lorde starts the transition to scene

II. Only as a last resort to engage in a moment of sanity,

Martha picks up the telephone to try to reach the
Rivioires, Marex's first stop on his way to Paris.

The series of actions displayed by Martha in the first

scene contradict Homrigorous regarding de Lorde's
characters. She states 'that de Lorde put such an emphasis
on terror that his plays lack depth of idea and character

development

(160). Even though the action of the play is to

embellish the element of fear, to state that there is no
character development blatantly ignores Martha being forced

to show independence through the protection of her family,

and the control over a situation doomed to go awry. This
pressure is forcing Martha to become a heroine in an

environment where she is commonly only known as a
supporting role to her leading husband.
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The first scene ends filled with unpredictable tension
as Martha picks up the phone to call Marex. No matter where

de Lorde takes the characters, one thing is certain; it
will all result in the tragic fate of the residents at the

chateau.

Scene II

Scene two begins with a much different dramatic feel.
De Lorde changes the setting, never to physically return to
the chateau. Marex has arrived at Madame and Monsieur

Rivoire's mansion on his. way to Paris. The fate of Martha

and her family is only revealed through her telephone
conversations with Marex that occupy the majority of the
action in the second scene. The idea behind this strategic
staging is intentionally complex for the actors and serves
as a rewarding experience for the audience.

In an environment like the Grand-Guignol that

flourishes on the participation of the audience, de Lorde

requires not only for them to fuel the actors with their
energy, but use their sadistic imagination to complete the

dramatic tale. De Lorde assumed that the images the
audience could create would be much more intense than what

he could ever show on stage.
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On four different occasions Marex answers the phone to

talk to Martha, each call being abruptly ended by the
complications of the telephone service. De Lorde stays

consistent during this scene using the same up and down
"rhythmic beats," as Francis Hodge describes in his book on

directing (46). This is an effective approach to keep the
audience's attention throughout this second scene.

In

between each phone call we watch the character of Marex and
his confident personality take a backseat to his inner fear

of what is happening to Martha at the chateau. Martha is
required to battle the elements at the chateau, while Marex
on the other hand, persistent on criticizing the comments

of Nanette with his attitude of strength and dominance,
finds himself quickly deteriorating in fear as the scene
progresses. This will not be the last time de Lorde exposes

the fall of man within his world of personal achievement
and success; all this, while revealing the hidden
independence required from the woman protagonist.

De Lorde ends At the Telephone in half the time that

he spent setting up the disaster throughout the first

scene. He was known for1 his ability to build tension and
deliver a release before losing the attention of the

audience. At the Telephone is an engaging piece of writing
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where the audience is required to imagine the murders only
by the one-sided phone dialogue between Marex and Martha.

At the Telephone would only contribute to the success

of de Lorde at the Grand-Guignol. The show itself would be

restaged numerous times in the years to come. The
creativity of the script surrounding the infamous scenes of

murder took place offstage echoing the unseen experiences
from de Lorde's childhood. Could it be possible that

through de Lorde's writing he would allow for the audience

to experience a slice of what his exaggerated childhood
mind manifested?
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE LABORATORY OF HALLUCINATIONS

Act I

Fourteen years later de Lorde would decide to write
alone creating The Laboratory of Hallucinations. If there
was one locale that de Lorde became famous for,

it was that

of the insane asylum. On numerous occasions this natural
setting for struggle and unexplained torture was embraced
by the audiences at the Grand-Guignol.

Action between characters in a successful production
will have a logical flow fueled by motivation. When de
Lorde decided to make the brick walls of an asylum a

routine setting for his plays, he put chaos and motivation

on the same team.

The Laboratory of Hallucinations is a

perfect illustration of this disorder.
Even though Hallucinations was criticized by Americans
when it visited the United States in the 1920's, its value

at the Grand-Guignol was priceless. The same words that

intrigued the crowds in Paris, "unsubtle, coarse, vulgar,

obscene and foul," were used by critics in America to

describe the collection of plays that visited New York
(Skal 60). In the beginning of the twentieth century the
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audiences at the Grand-Guignol did not wish for an evening

of Eugene O'Neill, rather they desired their "Prince of
Terror," and the horror they had become accustomed to

experiencing.
De Lorde opens The Laboratory of Hallucinations on a
very similar note to that of At the Telephone. The

principal female lead, Sonia, is a wife trapped within.the
world created by her husband's ambition to be a ground

breaking doctor. Act I begins with an emotional moment

between Maritza, an old servant at the asylum, and Sonia.
Sonia is anxiously awaiting the arrival of Monsieur de
Mora, a man who is an exact opposite of her husband Dr.
Gorlitz. Heavy exposition is once again delivered through

dialogue of the characters within the opening moments. De
Lorde created a fine line between what he calls, "not

wasting time in developing fear," and describing so much

that the audience could have been listening to a radio
broadcast. Delivering these brief descriptions through the

characters proved to be effective at the chateau in

Telephone, and de Lorde would stick with a good thing by
using this same technique in Hallucinations.

Amongst the thick exposition,

Sonia sympathizes with

Maritza for having to live within the confines of the
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asylum walls. Maritza classifies the location as a "house

of pain." Similar to Telephone, these women will be forced
to show independence because of the choices of others and
therefore the women involuntarily find themselves in a

location chosen by their husbands.

In Telephone the rainstorm at the chateau works as an

environmental character to drive action. At the asylum the
screams, characterizing the true horror of the environment,
would serve a similar purpose. This particular strategy

used in Telephone and in Hallucinations was where de Lorde

felt the audience could gain the most reward.

According to

Homrighous:
De Lorde uses two .major techniques for producing the
requisite fear and terror. The first,

simpler and more

direct, shows the deed which causes the terror, the
second does not show the actual deed, but permits the

heightened sensibilities of his audience to imagine

the details of the violence. He found that his latter
technique was frequently more excruciating, and

therefore he used it most often (155).
There can be strong lines drawn between Maritza and
Sonia's relationship, and that of Nanette and Martha in
Telephone. De Lorde has a placed a servant to support the
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action of the female protagonist. In Telephone it takes the

departure of Marex to encourage the development of Martha's

character. Sonia, on the other hand is created with two

factors to motivate her actions in the opening scene.
Maritza has been anticipating leaving the mental hospital
due to the recent events that have taken place at the

asylum. Sonia insists that she stay and keep her company;
ironically, Sonia's other major goal is to ultimately leave
the asylum as well,

starting with an afternoon excursion

with Monsieur de Mora. Sonia places guilt on Maritza and
selfishly convinces her to stay. The trust between Nanette

and Martha is essential in their fight to survive in

Telephone, while Sonia's, manipulation of her friendship
with Maritza plays an important part in her attempt to
escape.

The audience is required to physically create a

character in its imagination through descriptive dialogue.
In Hallucinations de Lorde uses this strategy before
revealing the true identity of Dr. Gorlitz,

similar to that

of the tramp in Telephone. Mitchinn is the doctor's

assistant who enters the scene looking for a misplaced set
of keys. In the process of the search, Sonia questions
Mitchinn about the events going on in her husband's
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laboratory. What follows1 are a series of lines regarding x-

ray burns, chemical analyses and secret experiments. De

Lorde is introducing Dr. Gorlitz through his practices and
procedures. This technique has been embellished since the
writing of Telephone. De Lorde devotes more time here in

Hallucinations to let the imagination of the audience do

its work.
Sonia is neglected by Gorlitz because of an individual

pursuit of perfection that has taken the place of his

marriage. This neglect will reinforce Sonia's drive to
develop her own independence. Like Martha in Telephone,

actions by other characters in correlation with danger
surrounding the environment,

force these two women to rely

on their own instincts and intuition to survive.
The audience will encounter Dr. Gorlitz for the first

time when he approaches Sonia playing a melancholy tune on

the piano. The dialogue between Sonia and Gorlitz that

follows could be a reflection of a similar moment from de
Lorde's own childhood. Because of his mother's profession
as a pianist and the divorce that followed from de Lorde's

father who was a doctor, de Lorde may have found an outlet
through the writing that was encouraged by a step-father.
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GORLITZ:

You know very well that I don't want any

noise at this hour,

(brutally) Well then-

close the piano!

SONIA:

(rising and closing the piano) Does it

bother the patients?

GORLITZ:
SONIA:

No! Not them...but me!
(overwhelmed) Ah...

(A pause; she goes to the

window, them comes back and sits on the

couch, otn the side opposite the piano.) If I
can't even play a little music!

GORLITZ:

(who has not taken his eyes off her, in a

harsh voice) Sonia!

...

(she raises her head

without looking at him. In a softer voice)
Sonia...

SONIA:

Well?

GORLITZ:

Sonia, you mustn't act like a child!

I told

you a thousand times that music bothers me,

it unnerves me. I tolerate it, yes. I can
tolerate it when I'm not working...But when
I am busy, no.

(Pause) But you don't

understand anything! The work I am
accomplishing is of the highest order,

scientific work...
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(with vanity) I am on the

path to great discoveries,

immense

discoveries... I am not working for myself
alone.

(Gordon 149)

The conversation continues between Sonia and Gorlitz,

and the tension rises between the struggling married
couple. Gorlitz pleads with Sonia that the reasons for his

behavior have been influenced by his passion to help
humanity. Sonia disagrees as she claims that he is doing it
only for himself. Gorlitz's irrational view of success

represents de Lorde's efforts to contribute to the stock
character of the mad scientist.

In Reynold Humphries book The American Horror Film, he
discusses the mad scientist "the characters are men of
independent means undertaking experiments or business

activities as if these go without saying, as if their
social standing as men gives them every right:

(33).

Following the theatrical figures of Dr. Faustus and
Frankenstein, which were often present on stage during the
nineteenth century, de Lorde represents his figure of

madness through Dr. Gorlitz.
De Lorde would use the arguments of Sonia to describe

the exposition instead of satiating the audience with
displays of violence in order to describe what has
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previously taken place. She continues to have hope as she
hears rationalizations provided by Gorlitz. Sonia desires

to believe in the man she married,

and his intentions

within his work. Her passion to live a life of happiness is
fulfilled only when she is away from the asylum. It is not
just her absence from the asylum that makes her happy, but

the possibilities of an affair; and so de Lorde creates

further conflict as he finally brings Monsieur de Mora into

play.
Gorlitz has ambition to change the future, while de

Mora is an archeologist, set to preserve the past. Hidden
behind his secret love for Sonia, de Lorde uses the
character of de Mora to fuel Gorlitz's fire to be

successful. After a long, insulting spree of banter between

de Mora and Gorlitz about the practices of each other's
research, de Mora and Sonia leave the asylum for an
afternoon with friends. Despite Gorlitz's clouded sense of

reality in regards to medical practice, he is conscious of
the hidden feelings between his wife and de Mora.

It is

not that Gorlitz's internal motivation to change the world
was insufficient for his character, but de Lorde required

him to be driven by Sonia's forbidden relationship as well.
In a losing battle for self-worth and success, Gorlitz
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retaliates on Mitchinn at the close of the first act by

laying a gauntlet of guilt in front of him, mentally
forcing Mitchinn to support him in an unnecessary surgery.

Act II

Act II opens in the operating room of Gorlitz's asylum

which is dressed more like an experimental lab than a room

of healing. A monologue from Gorlitz shows his internal
conflict between what is morally and medically acceptable,

and his drive to succeed as a doctor. Gorlitz instructs
Mitchinn to go and retrieve the patient 'that is to be the
piece of meat for his madness. Similar to the action in

Telephone, there is an effort to place emphasis on the
props that will be central to the action in the upcoming
events. In Hallucinations, Gorlitz in a moment of solitude
slowly transports the instruments individually from one

table to the next. It can only be assumed that this
movement would have created a glare in the stage lighting,

bringing attention to the tools that would be iconic in the
upcoming moments of surgery.
Mitchinn assists a character known as "patient" to the

operating room. The action that follows has two purposes.
First,

de Lorde uses the disposable patient to reveal
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history of Gorlitz's medical practices. Secondly, this

moment is not intended to deliver a release, but rather

continue to build the suspense for the audience.

The

assumed bloody mess about to happen is interrupted by a

distant scream from Sonia. Even though Gorlitz is
frustrated by the disturbance, we see atypical behavior

from him as lets the insistent Sonia into his laboratory.
He puts aside his drive for success, in the attempt to be a
compassionate husband. This all takes a back seat when the

near-death de Mora arrives at the asylum.
Act II concludes with Gorlitz's motivation taking a

new form, revenge. In the process of gathering the details

of the accident, Gorlitz finds a letter in the pocket of de

Mora that exposes the secret relationship between Sonia and
de Mora. The exposure of his wife's supposed infidelity

leaves Gorlitz with rage, and his retribution is lying in
front of him on his operating table.

Act III
The action in Act III takes place more than forty days
after the accident. Alone in the operating room with his

new assistant, Gorlitz has a calm demeanor that has not
been visible throughout the first two acts. His actions
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represent a man who has accomplished something great with

an almost arrogant flair. Conversation quickly reveals a
patient who is mentally unstable after his surgery. When it
is discovered that this patient is de Mora, he is brought

into the room and all the pieces are in place for the final

confrontation.
The conflict between
Sonia and Gorlitz that has been
I

secretly developing throughout the play is coming to a
head. As Sonia enters for a final time into Gorlitz's lab

to check on the well being of de Mora, Gorlitz confronts

her about the letter. Sonia admits to planning the escape

with de Mora and it is not until this moment that Gorlitz
achieves his retribution in full. He admits to Sonia that

he sliced de Mora's bra'in during the surgery removing any
possibility of rational, thought.
Unlike in Telephone where there is no redemptive

quality to the story, the very opposite is true in
Hallucinations. As Sonia runs and rips herself away from
Gorlitz's grasp, de Mora astonishingly comprehends the

conversation that just took place between Sonia and the

doctor. De Mora is no longer motivated by love, but
delivering justice to the man who destroyed his life.

Gorlitz is caught off guard and confined to the operating
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table by de Mora who proceeds to split Gorlitz's head with
scissors and a hammer yelling,

"There is nothing left...

There is nothing left but suffering...only
suffering!...(Gordon 188).

The argument could be made regarding the redemptive

qualities of Hallucinations. It could be seen as simply

another bloody production at the Grand-Guignol. On the
contrary, de Lorde has truly put the audience member in, a
complex situation. The motivations that are exposed in the

end can easily be understood. Sonia is an individual
miserable with her life,

to achieve happiness.

forced to take the necessary steps

In Gorlitz, de Lorde has presented a

man who hides his insecurities and relies on his personal

ambition to be recognized in the medical community as an
innovative doctor. Finally, we have de Mora with whom the

audience is meant to sympathize with because of the

inappropriate surgery exercised by Gorlitz. But truly, was

de Mora without blame, or did he get what he deserved: a
patronizing archeologist who finds no problem with the

hidden infidelity he embraces? These are the questions that

de Lorde throws at the audience through the characters in
Hallucinations.
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CHAPTER FIVE
A CRIME IN A MADHOUSE

Act I
Almost a decade after the Laboratory of
Hallucinations, de Lorde continued to visit the setting of

the asylum. In 1925, de Lorde would team up with Alfred
Binet for the truly disturbing look into the lives of four
patients in A Crime in a Madhouse. In reference to de Lorde

and his research regarding behavior within an asylum, Hand
and Wilson comment,

"a number of his co-writers were

scientists, most notably Alfred Binet, inventor of the

Binet Intelligence Test, adding authentic detail to the
plays"

(14).

It would only be with men like Binet who had

personal experience with the mentally ill that de Lorde
would be able to maintain the attention of the audiences at

the Grand-Guignol.

Like Martha and Nannette in At the Telephone, and
Sonia and Maritza in Laboratory of Hallucinations, these

sane females are used by de Lorde to establish trust with

the audience by introducing the action in all three of

these plays. These characters are not only responsible for
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establishing the action for the play, but continue to serve
as pawns for the delivery of the intense exposition.

In Madhouse, Madame Robin is a patient at the asylum
who has been clinically classified as "healed," but feels

like the outside world is too unforgiving and would view
her as an outcast, so she chooses to stay at the madhouse.

In the opening dialogue between her and The Sister, de
Lorde reveals a social truth about the individual and

community through Madame Robin's brief monologue:

They fear that your sickness will return. When people

know that you've come from the madhouse, you are
treated as if you are contaminated. Therefore,

one is

quite happy to return to Saint-Leger. If only to die

(Gordon 145).
This level of safety felt by Madame Robin does not
only reveal her reasons to voluntarily stay at the asylum,

but will be heard once again at the end of Act I as a tool
of persuasion used by the doctor on another patient. When

de Lorde chose to continue the exploration of the asylum
locale, and its inhabitants, he was required to help the
audience understand that they wouldn't see the same show

they had seen time and time again.

Therefore, it is

necessary that de Lorde devotes time at the beginning of
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the act to establish the setting and its history within the
dialogue between Madame Robin and The Sister. After the

initial conversation between The Sister and Madame Robin,

de Lorde uses screams in Madhouse to start a new dramatic

beat, similar to the screams in Hallucinations, and the
rain in Telephone.
The Sister is an individual motivated by helping the
personnel and patients at the asylum find God. Unlike the

other two plays surrounding female characters that develop

strength throughout the scenes, de Lorde has created a

stubborn female character driven by only one factor, to
spiritually heal the other individuals in the asylum. She
believes that every sickness could be remedied by spiritual

awareness alone. Act I is used not only to deliver the

expected exposition, but once again to describe the other

major characters who will soon play an important role in

the action.
Even though the verbal descriptions of the Normandy
Woman and Hunchback were provided in the conversation

between Madame Robin and The Sister, de Lorde would always
make an effort to embellish the audience's imagination with
twisted creativity. When the audience finally gets a
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glimpse of these two women, who have gained the title of
"the crones," the horrific sundae is complete.
The Normandy Woman and Hunchback are mentally one

character, represented in two figures. Together their
motivations throughout the play resemble the actions and

thoughts of a single human being. Similar to The Sister

these two women are motivated by one single factor that
runs throughout the play. This motivation is the acceptance

of One-Eye, another resident of the asylum. In order to
gain her twisted acceptance, they must follow through with

the instructions to locate a bird, referred to as a cuckoo,
behind the eyes of their other roommate Louise.

It is difficult to: relate to the superficial
characters of The Siste'r and the crones. One can argue that

the development of character is weak from these women, but
de Lorde uses this shallowness to accentuate the passionate
Louise, another patient- housed at the asylum.

Louise has a visit from the asylum's doctor to plead
her case to leave before the night arrives. The audience is

aware of the consequences that the night brings, and
understands the necessity of Louise's immediate release.

The dialogue between the doctor and Louise builds dramatic

tension as their level of frustration increases throughout
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the conversation. It is. not simply the words that de Lorde
chooses to use to make this scene iconic, but the

responsibility he builds into this scene for the actors to
execute perfect tone, pace and delivery. Only with the

combination of these previous techniques could the actors
at the Grand-Guignol have given this rare moment in de

Lorde's writing the credibility it deserves.

Act II
The transition from Act I to Act II is the Grand-

Guignol at its best. Given all the pieces the audience
awaits de Lorde to complete the puzzle. He has created a

truly melodramatic environment for Act II. The stage

directions are detailed in their instruction, encouraging

the use of an organ and the psalms of prayers from the
chapel

(Gordon 166). The psalms and sounds from the organ

would have only added to the house environment at the
Grand-Guignol. The effect of the church sounds would not be
complete without the contrasting figures of the Normandy

Woman and the Hunchback.

Without delay, the dialogue between "the crones" is
disturbing as they are on the verge of fulfilling the

wishes of the One-Eye. Like watching the hunt of a lion and
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its prey, it isn't whether the helpless animal will be
killed;

it is the process that drives the viewer to

anticipate the upcoming action. Several moments pass as the

Normandy Woman and Hunchback wait for the perfect moment to
approach and taunt Louise. The arrival of the infamous One-

Eye will signal the beginning of the end. Like a puppet

master controlling her "crones," One-Eye begins the
gruesome murder.

Madhouse would not have disappointed the audience

craving the appalling finale; they had become so accustomed
to observing. De Lorde would not only deliver blood and
violence once, but twice. To guarantee the acceptance of

the Normandy Woman and Hunchback, One-Eye would stab both
of Louise's eyes with a sewing needle in search of the
cuckoo. Upon the death of Louise, the crones would discover

that there was never a cuckoo behind the eyes of Louise. It

is understood that One-Eye had gained personal revenge for

her own tragic history of losing an eye, and the Normandy

Woman and Hunchback now want revenge.
In an uncomfortable way, the audience could

sympathize with the Normandy Woman and Hunchback through
their murder of Louise, and being cheated out of the

discovery of the cuckoo. This is where de Lorde exercises
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his ability to not just satisfy his audience, but fulfill
his title as the Prince of Terror.

In a narrative form of

stage directions de Lorde concludes the mess at the Saint-

Leger asylum:
The crones stare at each other in disbelief as One-Eye
continues her demented dance. Realizing that they had
been tricked, Hunchback suddenly overpowers the

ecstatic One-Eye and drags the uncomprehending ogress
across the room to the stove. Hunchback forces the

unseeing side of One-Eye's face down onto the red-hot
plate. The face sizzles away in a burst of bloods

steam as One-Eye screams wildly. Alarmed by the
piercing shrieks, Hunchback lifts up the ogress'
oozing head by her hair and smashes her one eye

against the stove plate, killing her (Gordon 173).
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CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSIONS

Results

It is no surprise that the Grand-Guignol cherished the
writings of de Lorde. Throughout the years, he remained
uniform in his approach and structure. All three of these
scripts rely on the female character and the anticipated

pity that would be felt from the audience towards these
simple heroines.

In Telephone Martha is left to protect her

family during the absence of her husband.

Hallucinations

focuses on the happiness of the wife Sonia, and her pursuit
of life outside Gorlitz''s grasp. Finally, in Madhouse de
Lorde presents the simplest of all his females, Louise. She

pleads for her life, and with no reservation de Lorde
delivers her to the crones suffering an unimaginable death.

Central to all his scripts, these three females suffer in

the end,

even for Sonia when physical death is not the

final result.
While de Lorde could have focused his material around

only the characters and their motivations, he wanted to
give the environments a life of their own. By establishing
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the woods surrounding the chateau, and the asylums, he

added another character to the action. These settings were
not only explained through the dialogue, but also the sound
effects that demanded the attention of the principal

characters. The influence that these locations provided
proved to be a monumental element in de Lorde's effort to
instill fear.
The settings for de Lorde's productions were^chosen
because of the threat that they naturally brought with

them. All of de Lorde's locales immerse the characters and

audience into an environment where the unknown is king. It
is not that the locations are inherently evil; it is

natural vulnerability that accompanies them.

Like a novel, de Lorde desired to allow the audience

the opportunity to feed its imagination in the same way
that he did as a child. Theatre is a give-and-take cycle
that flows both ways between the actors and the audience.
In the smallest theatre in Paris, de Lorde forced his
audience to mentally participate through the intimate

Grand-Guignol.
Even though de Lorde required work from his viewers,

he would not require them to wait longer than needed for a
release. At the Grand-Guignol an evening- would consist of a
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series of plays, alternating between horror and comedy.
Throughout the evening both genres would progressively get

more intense within their fields. In order for de Lorde to
satisfy an audience with his horror throughout the evening,

he would have to master the timing of his plays. If he
allowed too much suspense to build up without a release, he
would have bored his audience.

Therefore, de Lorde takes only enough time to develop

the necessary elements and characters before he gave the
audience what they paid to see. De Lorde's shows were not

simply gladiator matches,

for de Lorde it was not about the

blood and guts, but according to Gordon,

"to write a play

so terrifying and unbearable that several minutes after the
curtain rises, the entire audience would flee from the

theatre en masse"

(22). In the plays discussed above, there

is never death in the beginning. If de Lorde wanted to
empty a theatre from fear within the opening moments, it
would have happened from the suspense he developed through

the relatable characters, the environment and perfect
timing.

That is not to say that the release did not

satisfy, but like de Lorde, by the end of the production

the imaginations of the audience had already pictured
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something much more grotesque and brutal than the GrandGuignol could have ever delivered.

Ink

This is a play synopsis in three acts incorporating

the identified play techniques of Andre de Lorde. It is not
the intent of the play Ink to replicate the productions

housed at the Grand-Guignol. It was mentioned above that an

evening at the theatre consisted of numerous plays of both

the horror and comedy genres.

Ink is meant to be a

standalone production and is not intended to be accompanied
by comedies or other plays of horror. However, the

influences for Ink regarding structure and de Lorde's

techniques will string a common thread from the plays at
the Grand-Guignol to this piece of terror.
The premise of Ink revolves around a common theme that

is present in the plays discussed above,

family and the

pursuit of happiness. The characters in Ink will find that

when up against a wall, they are capable of doing the
unthinkable. The characters in Ink are motivated by success

or survival. The audience will find themselves following in
the footsteps of a female protagonist, Anna, a thirty
something wife living on the east coast during the 1970's.
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Characters
Anna's husband William was accidently shot in the

streets of a city during the pursuit of a thief by the

police. Anna holds herself responsible for her husband's
death. While trying to .meet a deadline for a local journal,

Anna was late to dinner with William. Living only a few
blocks from the restaurant William and their son,

Christopher, decided to walk home after waiting nearly an
hour for Anna. Unknown to them, that simple walk home would

be William's last.
Since the murder of William, Anna has quit her job at

the paper in an attempt to restore her relationship with

Christopher. Christopher blames his mother for the death of
his father. In order to inform the audience of the

exposition leading up to this moment, Anna will be
reminiscing about that dreadful evening with her sister-inlaw during the opening moments

Joe and Earl Caldwell are owners of the journal,
Caldwell's Crime Stories, where Anna used to write a

personal column. Joe and Earl have a business that relies

on the crime stories of the city. Since the accidental
killing of William law enforcement has increased the size

of their department to insure safety across the city; in
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return, crime has been diminishing. This factor has created
a downfall in the journal sales and Joe and Earl are at

risk of becoming bankrupt.

Joe and Earl covered Anna's story and know that it is
because of William's death that the department has

increased their efforts to fight crime. In order to
continue with the business they force Anna to carryout
murders in a way that will draw readers back to the
journal. Anonymously they kidnap Christopher and insist

that if Anna declines in any way to their requests, her
son's death will highlight the cover.
Vincent is a young police officer who is bored with

the simple requirements of his job. He craves for the
attention given to the detectives in his field. He desires

the recognition bestowed upon the detective profession, and
will do about anything to get it.

Julia is Anna's sister-in-law. She has been providing
Anna with financial help since the passing of William. The

beginning of the play devolves around the conversation
between Anna and Julia remembering William. This setting

which is used to reveal the exposition will be the
terrifying locale for the next to last scene where Anna is

forced to kill her own sister-in-law.
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Finally, the victims of the Caldwell killings will be
a lawyer, judge and the chief of police. These three

gentlemen have been responsible for the majority of the
captures and convictions of the criminals within the city
limits as of late. They will be the targets instituted by

the Caldwell brothers because of their indirect influence
on the downfall of the journal.

Synopsis and Application

A pair of brothers fighting for their business teams
up with an ambitious young police officer as they construct

a series of murders to be carried out in the streets of an

east coast city. They have manipulated a woman who has

recently lost her husband, to carry-out these murders by

holding her only son ransom.
This woman continues to struggle with the recent
accidental death of her husband. One year earlier in the
pursuit of a thief through the streets, the husband was
accidently shot by a police officer during a chase. This

incident covered the front page of the journal,

Caldwell

Crime Stories. The police of the district vowed to increase
their control of crime w,ithin the city limits.
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The crackdown on crime has been effective as crime has

been cut by fifty-percent in the last ten months. This halt
on crime has in return slowed the production of the

Caldwell's journal that focuses on the murders and
grotesque actions within the city.

The murders will consist of a series of events
happening while a young police officer is on duty. He will

release the reports to the journal to guarantee information
hidden from routine reporters, which would solidify the
increase in sales. Ultimately, the Caldwell brothers will

get the stories they desire without personally committing

one murder.
Along with the success of the journal the police

officer will field the murders as a detective gaining the
praise and fame he believes he deserves. These three men

believe that with the control of the law and the press

their opportunities are endless. Finally, in order to
complete the story the Caldwell brothers have decided

Anna's fate by writing the final article surrounding their

plan:

In a rage since her husband's death, Anna Clive
has gone on a killing spree. She has killed what
she believes to be the individuals responsible
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for the lack of safety within the city. In a
final attempt to erase the memory of her husband,

she murdered ,her sister-in-law by the means of

dismemberment. The pieces of her body were
delivered to the restaurant where her family was
to have dinner on the night of her husband's
murder.
The final scene of the play will contain a twist

filled with redemption. Upon the delivery of the believed
body of Julia to the restaurant,

the Caldwell brothers and

Vincent return Christopher to his mother. The intent of the
Caldwell brothers is to kill both Anna and Christopher

while together, making it look like a family suicide. What

they receive is a plan much worse. Hidden in the home Julia

awaits their arrival. Together, Anna, Julia and Christopher
repeat each of the three previous murders on the men who

designed them.

Like de horde's characters, Anna is locked into a
situation where her escape is doubtful. Just like Martha
and Sonia, Anna is required to take action in order to

survive. Her survival mode has been in direct reflection to
the life she has found herself involuntarily forced to
live. The environment will play a role in the murders
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committed by Anna. Since she is forced to stay within the

city limits because of her son, the locale for which she
will be required to commit the murders will take place

within Vincent's patrol area. The Caldwell brothers will
also be requiring the use of the instruments essential to

the victim's profession as the mean for their deaths.

To replicate the timing that de Lorde used in his
plays,

Ink will create suspense followed by a release in a

one-act fashion attached to each murder. Upon each murder

the audience will be required to follow along as Anna goes
on her next mission as requested by the Caldwell brothers.

Each murder will be more detailed in its action to
guarantee the increase in sales for the journal. Just like

an evening at the Grand-Guignol, the intensity will grow as
the murders continue throughout the show, ending with a
smorgasbord of mutilation.

Future Study

The next step in this research would be realized

through the production of Ink, accompanied by an in-depth
study of popular culture as it pertains to naturalistic

horror. Through this anticipated examination, it would then
be the aim to prove that de horde's beliefs about fear and
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live performance still 'have relevance as they pertain to
the twenty-first century. The result then would be another
step towards the verification of the Grand-Guignol as a
credible part of theatre history, and the development of

horror as an effective genre for live theatre.
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